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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to present the transition towards sustainability and
its characteristics in consumer systems of different levels. The relevance of the
topic comes from the many development paths and innovation programmes
which are initially recognized as sustainable in former socialist countries but
which eventually all turn out to be unsuccessful. This study introduces the
research which compares the sustainable consumer attitudes of the “50+”
population in Switzerland and Hungary. The former is one of the most advanced
consumer communities in Europe and the latter is a post-communist economy
in transition. The representative sample, which contained over 1000
questionnaires and complementary personal interviews, clearly indicated the
difference between the two groups of consumers. While among Swiss population
marketing tools and social discussions to promote sustainable and
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environmentally friendly consumption can easily be applied, in the case of
Hungarian society we need to introduce new regulations and legislative standards
to achieve the same aim. In the future, taking into account these results is highly
recommended when considering the development of sustainability and political
programmes.
Keywords: sustainable consumption, transition thinking, transition management,
multi-level perspective, strategic transition, tactical transition, operative
transition.
JEL Classification: O13, O17, O44, O52, D12, D78

1. INTRODUCTION
A 'transition thinking' perspective, as a reformed initiative of scientific thinking was designed as an
academic concept during the early 1990's in the Netherlands. Its sphere of influence expanded slowly, but
was more or less integrated on the establishment level by 2001, in the form of the Dutch Knowledge
Network and Research Program for System Innovations and Transitions (KSI). The goal of KSI was mainly
to make the process of sustainable innovation easier to understand, and to make people capable of
identifying factors which have influence on this transformation process. In order to make the process of
sustainable transition interpretable scientifically as well, ecology, complexity theory, sociology, history,
leadership and management theory, and knowledge related to innovation processes were integrated into the
analyses step by step (Sterrenberg et al., 2013).
Transition thinking and management fundamentally assist the description and development of realistic
and inspirational goals and narratives. (Long-term) visions are paired with short-term operative projects in
transition thinking, and implementing local and global processes and their connections into the equation
becomes possible with this approach. Furthermore, it offers guidelines and advice on assembling either
structural forms, or cooperation programs, which can prove efficient in reaching regional or national goals
set in terms of sustainability (Wittmayer et al., 2016). These goals are mainly either clearly technological
innovations, green innovations, or climate-friendly system development projects. Therefore, the engine of
transition processes is made up of innovation programs, but in these cases, transition thinking also requires
a new, system-level interpretation (Kemp et al., 2007).
Therefore, in order to get to know what attitudes the generally aging society of Europe really holds
towards sustainability, and to be able to utilize their consumption habits to understand, for example, if
innovation processes support or inhibit society's initiatives related to making sustainable systems – such as
low-carbon way of life - we have conducted analyses of European consumers in two different development
level groups. We chose the 50+generation group for our analyses, since it has the most notable influence
on the development of sustainable consumption items with its consumption decisions, and on the formation
of sustainable services. The goal of our research was to outline the general characteristics of transitioning
to a sustainable consumption structure by this generation group, and to understand what kind of transition
management strategy we can apply to the system processes we have identified (strategic, tactical, operative,
reflexive); furthermore, to understand if we can determine if this transition management process can have
different modes of implementation and fundamentally different solutions in Europe's different
consumption systems. We also wish to acquire a clear view of which innovation system programs (i.e. green,
low-carbon, clean-tech) can support these differences in the future. Based on the related OECD Study
(OECD, 2008), when we are “designing effective sustainable consumption policies, general consumer
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behaviour (awareness, rationality) as well as attitudinal variables should be taken into account. For some
consumers, income level and status concerns indicate that initiatives could build on their desire to make
green statements or send social messages”. In order to understand these processes, we structured the results
of the questionnaire according to sustainability goal systems, with which we analysed two economies, in two
different transition phases. One of them - Switzerland - is one of the most developed, which is at the
forefront of the transition process, it was selected to show the socioeconomic innovation demands as they
close in on the equilibrium point. The other analysis concerned the attitudes of Hungarian consumers, who
are the citizens of the country which is currently at the initial phase of transition to preferring sustainability.
We have made here an attempt to define the route towards which the related processes are developing in
this case as a challenge, which can be followed by the acceleration phase later.
The first part of the paper shows the differences between linear and non-linear innovation models
focusing in particular on how they support the sustainability principles. In the transition process different
developmental phases can be distinguished, which also represent well-defined intervention strategies.
Furthermore, we analyse theoretical inventions and practical experiences related to transition management
details to show that the four different activities (strategic, tactical, operative, reflexive) can be defined within
the contexts of actors' behaviour, and social transitions. Finally, the study presents the results demonstrating
that the trends in sustainable and environmentally friendly consumption are influenced by very different
factors if we compare Switzerland and Hungary.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the literature review, we would like to present some of the most important contexts about the
problems of linear innovation processes and the advantages of non-linear innovation practices. During the
analysis of transition management, we present practical examples of transformation strategies and possible
interventions.

2.1. Linear and non-linear innovation models and processes
Fundamental innovation theories have changed significantly over the last few years, but sadly, the
innovation policies we currently use are mainly dependent on the traditionally accepted innovation theory the linear innovation model. In the linear model, the process of innovation generates the end result of a
new product or process, which is basically a research result, or a product of the new technological solution.
The basic linear-sequential mechanisms (Brooks, 1995) of the innovation process are maintained by the
development of new technology.

Figure 1. The non-linear transition process
Source: based on Brooks (1995)
The linear model suggests that the most important actors in the innovation process are researchers and
entrepreneur-developers. Later research validated the fact that this linear model is too simple. The most
frequent actors in the process are the following: banks, shareholders, funding organizations, suppliers,
NGOs, the government, and customers/end users.
Therefore, the non-linear innovation model has many actors, which makes it capable of not (only)
generating a new technological solution, or product, but facilitating a complete transformation process. This
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non-linear transition process can be followed in Figure 1. Its basic laws are defined by the partners and their
connections with each other. Therefore, innovation in and of itself is also a transition, which has an effect
on the general behaviour of economic and social actors, and in case fortune smiles upon it, and it can
establish a firm basis for long-term sustainable and continuously evolving structures (Horvath-Magda, 2017;
Kot, 2018).
In the non-linear innovation model, financial systems actively partake in generating financial backing
for the innovation or incubation process, while consumers use their consumption activities to assist market
integration, and political or social actors take part in the transition management process via flexible efforts
in regulation conditions.
The business sector sees the promotion of eco-efficiency as its role with respect to sustainable
consumption. Most market players are established for the provision of mass consumption and the associated
necessary inducement to ever increasing levels of consumption. There is only a limited “niche” for
enterprises to distinguish themselves or their products on the basis of social and environmental conduct,
regulations, and norms with corresponding price margins. Both, consumers and businesses, in turn,
influence governments’ positioning towards sustainable consumption (Loreka-Fuchsb, 2013).

Figure 2. Actors in the transition process
Source: based on Sterrenberg et al. (2013)

2.2 Interpretation of transition process and sustainable transition management
'Transition thinking' and 'transition management' theories stem from a basic idea, retraceable to studies
of complexity theory and ecosystem theory which consider sustainability as encompassing fundamental and
system level changes, which are dependent on multiple actors, and whose connections are a decisive factor
in the dynamics of transition processes (Ryan, 2013). The establishment of a low-carbon (low material- and
energy-requirement) society - which is planned to be achieved in one or two generations - could create an
equilibrium of various states in society, which can be observed in our own ecosystems as well. This
description is combined in the process of transition management, with its multi-actor network ideas and
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multi-level process management (e.g. the Multi-Level Perspective) (Sterrenberg et al., 2013). Transition
management basically differentiates between the states of a process: the initial phase, the acceleration phase,
and the stabilization phase (the new equilibrium), which can be seen in Figure 3. We can apply the economicsocial systems we evaluate to the innovation curve of the system seen in Figure 3, which can draw an outline
of the attributes and intervention points to be used for the transition. The fundamental questions of
transition management are as follows: How can the attitude of society, currently not sustainable, become a
sustainable one? When and how can this transition be measured? (Loorbach-Rotmans, 2009). It is hard to
find the answer to the first question, because the group of innovation criteria include many elements which
we are not able to handle with sufficient confidence. The non-generic lifestyle control in question depends
on how conscious the participants and actors are of the consequences of their own actions, which have an
effect on the development and innovation processes conducted on various levels of society. If the actions
of actors are more in sync and well-structured, then we are on the road towards transition, where processes
are easy to control, and can be accelerated well (Roorda et al., 2012).

Figure 3. Phases of transition management
Source: based on Sterrenberg et al. (2013)
The theoretical inventions and practical experiences related to transition management gained during
the last decade, show that the following four different activities can be defined within the contexts of actors'
behaviour, and social transitions, (Loorbach, 2010): strategic, tactical, operative, reflexive.
Strategic transition: processes happening on a social level, which have a long-term actualization result,
are related to structuring complex social problems, and constitute an alternative outlook on the future. The
transformation and innovation of the pension system is closely related to the shape of the population
pyramid. In developed countries, these are well-designed, long-term processes. In developing countries,
changes in the population of the pension system have to be adopted by continuous changes. Basically, this
means macro-level changes in society and the economy.
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Figure 4. Population pyramids in Switzerland and Hungary, 2016
Source: World Factbook CIA (2018)
The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) system can also be called a strategic or landscape planning
level phenomenon because its regulatory elements provide a framework for agricultural production and
innovation for a specified period of time in the EU (Lefebvre at al., 2014).
Tactical: activities that occur on the level of society, which bloom in the long-term, are related to the
appearance of complex social problems, and generate an alternative future as a result of organic
development. Without innovation programs, these activities cannot operate properly, which is why green
or low-carbon strategic solutions make up the specifics of the innovations. A good example of this is when
GHG emissions are priced so that the level of the system adds extra costs to the system users, so these are
taken into account in their decisions. The same effect can be observed for foods as well, if we increase the
price of products by regulation, their consumption decreases (Máté et al., 2017) By artificially reducing prices
(e.g. with a Value Added Tax increase), their preference increases (HCSO, 2018).
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This is most notable in developed societies. Tactical activities are implemented on a sub-system level,
and are related to the construction and deconstruction of the system's structure (institutions, regulations,
physical infrastructure, monetary infrastructure, etc.). This is basically a subsystem change compared to the
previous system. Figure 5 shows that the Swiss ETS (Emission Trading Scheme) covers the GHG emissions
of the food sector, while the EU ETS system does not yet address this issue.

Figure 5. EU ETS and Swiss ETS sectoral activities
Source: Springer (2006)
Operative: activities related to short-term and everyday decisions and actions. On this level, the actors
either rethink or reconstruct the structures of the system; furthermore, they decide if they should restructure,
or only partially change them. The decision makers usually change regulation systems and generic base
structures during the transition processes, and create new systems in the hope of reaching sustainability.
These transformation processes are signified by, for example, state interventions in the form of privatization
or de-privatization (e.g. reorganizing the ownership of land), or introducing new structures, or exchanging
the old ones. The most notable fields subject to these are: waste management, wastewater treatment, health
care, communal feeding, and agriculture. These programs usually appear in fast-developing countries, so we
can see these processes happen in new Member States of the European Union. The effect of these influences
is usually successful, but sometimes it may be wrong, which involves rescinding regulation.

Figure 6. Ecological evaluation of rivers and streams based on their length and number
Source: HAS (2017)
Figure 6 shows that 7% of flowing waters are in good ecological status/potential (no high status) and
88% are in worse than good status/potential. In developing countries (or transition countries), the pollution
of the local environment often does not interfere with consumers, because rapid economic growth means
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the weight and importance of information cannot be perceived. Therefore, it is not taken into account in
consumer decisions (water consumption, waste management norms) (Fogarassy-Neubauer, 2016). In
developed countries, this phenomenon affects consumers together, as economic and social processes show
a much slower tendency, so any negative or positive change can easily be perceived. Consumer responses
therefore appear here directly.
Reflexive/retroactive: The multi-level evaluation of existing states and their detrimental by-products.
Social events continuously structure themselves through the mediation of arguments, structured evaluation,
analysis and research, while those affected rethink and treat problems. Learning from our own mistakes
typically encompasses this transition. In this control process, we can often find phenomena where decision
makers identify, or sense the consequences of, incorrect development processes, and thereby try to manage
the processes of transition towards the correct route using changes in their current routes, or their goal
system. Due to this sensing of disadvantageous feedback, all developments or innovations are the results of
multi-level evaluation processes (Illés B. et al., 2015). Through discussions/arguments and analyses, social
events continuously restructure themselves, and problems are rethought and handled using the effects
sensed. Similar effects can be seen during the processes of alternative energy source developments, where
the management of prioritized programs generates different effects in different EU Member States. In the
case of different countries, mixed-up regulations, market preferences, or different lobby activities for the
same goal system (f. e. EU 20-20-20) produce completely different social and economic reactions (Figure
7). National strategic targets should not be confused with tactical level targets. The tactical level is meant to
serve the needs of identified targets, which is the key to distinguishing between national strategic targets and
tactical level goals. When the strategic, tactical and operational levels harmonize with each other, the
transition process takes place in a reflexive way.

Figure 7. Strategic, tactical and operational levels of the EU 20-20-20
Source: based on Arababadi et al. (2017)
"Transition management" supposes that these activities should offer specific attributes in terms of
what actors are partaking in the process, what processes they are interlinked with, and what type of product
or service they generate, which can make the design of specific system tools and process strategies possible.
As an example, we could mention changing partakers (designating a target group), defining the challenge in
the specific transition process, the type of processes required for success, or the use of process regulation
tools (Wittmayeret al., 2017).
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However, several authors note that different economic and social development are generating
processes at different speeds during the transition process. Due to conscious but too fast or slow
developments may lead to undesirable and non-sustainable transformations. (Roaf et al., 2014;
Campos&Coricelli, 2002). In addition, it is of the utmost importance for comparability that a similarly
macroeconomic environment and consumption culture characterize the systems studied (Žídek, 2014).

3. METHODOLOGY
To test and determine the validity of our theoretic model, and to fine-tune interpretation, we used
quantitative techniques. The gathering of quantitative data occurred during two projects, differing both
geographically and time-wise. The data gathering in Hungary was done by Szent Istvan University's
Marketing Institute during an omnibus research with 1039 participants, 411 of whom met the 'fifty plus'
criterion of our research; therefore, our analysis included answers from this segment (Fogarassy et al., 2014;
Lehota, 2013). The relevant question groups of the Hungarian research were used again, with identical form
and conditions during the Swiss quantitative research, with a sample of 202 participants. The complete
process of the research can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1
Summarization of research methods
Research
method

Questionnaire

Questionnaire

Research
date

2013

2014

Research
location

Hungary

Switzerland

Research
focus
▪
Values;
▪
Respecting
traditions;
▪
Worries about
sustainability;
▪
Foodstuff
expectations;
▪
Consumer habits,
demo-graphic identification
▪
Values;
▪
Worries about
sustainability;
▪
Foodstuff
expectations;
▪
Consumer habits
demo-graphic identification

Sample

Sample is nationally
representative.
Full sample: 1039
50+ bracket: 411

Full sample: 202 head
50+ bracket: 202 head

Source: based on Fogarassy at al. (2014)
The importance of the question is supplemented by the fact that worries, as emotional tools, can
subconsciously provide both negative motivations, and on a cognitive level, influence our decisions at the
same time. The research was basically oriented to explore the worries of senior Hungarian consumers. For
the objective evaluation, we analysed and used the main points of the Swiss target group's worries, and then
explored whether the Hungarian fifty plus population's formula of self-conscious consumer habits have any
relation to their worries regarding their sustainable environment and health. In the case of the Hungarians
questioned, the perspective of the world which can be seen was somewhat introverted.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our participants looked at the problems currently occurring around the globe from a subjective point
of view, as they could only relate to their personal problems when decoding their meaning. They could not
look at the bigger picture. Global sustainability could be pictured through the results obtained from the
questionnaire, projected onto the target group's problems. We structured the questionnaire to form the
question groups as negatively as possible; furthermore, in such a way that they do not relate to the
respondents answering them (Figure 8). This obviously resulted in the fact that most of our participants
tended to the higher end of the scale, thereby dispelling their cognitive dissonance when answering the
questions (Lehota et al., 2013). The conclusion was that our topics, or quasi objects of research were placed
within narrow margins (4.1 – 4.6/5), which means that in the inherent information content, both the relative
position and the comparison made with the Swiss sample was higher than the absolute numbers. The
qualitative research shows that having their own experiences of the topic made participants more worried.
As a result, topics like water (Contamination of potable water: 4. 6/5; Depletion of water reserves: 4. 6/5),
air pollution (Contamination of air: 4. 5/5), and foodstuff safety (Hazards of new food processing
technologies: 4.5/5; Toxic heavy metals: 4. 5/5; Pesticide remains in food: 4. 5/5; Genetic
manipulation/GMOs: 4.5/5) constitute the most notable topics of concern. This also contributed to the
fact that question groups dealing with contamination scored 4.5/5. The over-fifty participants placed the
problems with a more substantial indirect impact, such as over-population, the extinction of species,
malnutrition, and the accumulation of waste related to foodstuffs, lower on the list of worrying factors.

Figure 8. Fears of the Hungarian Target Population (averages)
Source: authors’ own calculation
The most notable connection we can find is between the personal experiences related to the topic in
question, and the impact it has on the participant's opinion. If we look at the Hungarian and the Swiss
samples, another connection of note also appears: the former are more interested in more detached worries,
whereas the latter consider more down-to-earth ones more important. This may be related to the idea that
some people maintain that Swiss people's thinking is more advanced. Hungarians also think of Global
Warming (+0.4), the Depletion of energy resources (+0.5), and Animal to human diseases (+0.3) as more
important than the Swiss. As we can see in Figure 9, Hungarians and Swiss mainly agree on the level of
importance of combined contamination values and worries related to food reserves. Contrary to this, local
environment attributes seem to have a distinctly different importance for the two groups. Swiss participants
consider these more apparent (forest areas are thinning, water reserves become depleted, hazardous waste
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is accumulated, the soil is becoming more and more contaminated). They see this as a consequence of the
degrading of the local environment. We feel the need to stress the fact that these measurements were
conducted in 2014, as the Hungarian target group's answers (placing more importance on global warming,
the shortage of energy resources, or species extinction) are from 2013.

Figure 9. Fears of the Hungarian target population – comparison with the elderly Swiss target
population (averages)
Source: authors’ own calculation
The results shown in Figure 9 represent well that our hypothesis is justified in the research. To
accelerate the same goals (increase sustainable consumption), we need to use different tools / strategies for
countries with different degrees of development. In systems with different levels of development, therefore,
the speed of changes affecting consumption can be significantly different. It is also clear from the partial
results that the use of inadequate strategies can lead to a distorted development path.

5. CONCLUSION
According to our findings from the quantitative section, we can state that the Hungarian fifty plus
generation is most notably price-sensitive; in other words, if we change prices, their habits as consumers
can be rearranged for a short, or possibly mid-length period. Which means tactical transition management
is capable of maintaining their sustainable consumer habits. This is also the most widely used method of
changing the structure of consumer habits – by, for example, central price regulations, the service system of
the government, and expenditure cuts - in Hungary. However, we can see that if these tools are put to use,
elderly Hungarians sink deeper into habits which are the exact opposite of sustainable and low-carbon
lifestyle choices. If the cost of energy is reduced, consumption increases. Similarly, if expenses are cut,
wasting water becomes a problem. Therefore, we can say our research came up with similar results to the
OECD's 2008 study. Tactical management tools can usher us towards developing a transition to a
sustainable economy, also resulting in "transition thinking". This happens, of course, only as long as they
are aided by forming central institutions (sources of education and marketing activities), regulatory systems
(which regulate prices, and give a push to programs), and physical infrastructure (pilot systems). In Hungary,
the implementation of tactical tools such as the introduction of the “chip tax” or “public health product
tax”, was a good example of this, and meant reducing the Hungarian population’s consumption of nonhealthy foods (soft drinks with high sugar content, energy drinks, snacks, salt products, flavoured beers etc.).
Using the tool, however, you have to be careful about whether you can reduce your consumption or even
increase prices or inflation (Járomi et al., 2016).
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This entire method is useless for the Swiss however, given that since their habits are not formed on
the basis of price, they are not influenced as strongly by the appearance of their products or services, which
also means marketing ploys and tools are less effective in influencing them. Instead, they consume on the
basis of a distinct, short-term, and day-by-day modus operandi that has its roots in how they perceive their
close environment at the time of the purchase. Our quantitative research strongly suggests elderly Swiss
consumers’ list price as a barely important factor, which makes using price control as a method of changing
their habits redundant, and mostly useless. Naturally, this means that the means to change their thinking is
fundamentally different from that used for Hungarians. As we have already discussed, the Swiss take note
of global problems less when compared to Hungarians - climate change and energy resources becoming
more scarce mean less to the Swiss, which means that rather than Reflexive transition management, the key
to making Swiss consumers' habits lean towards sustainability management may be Operative transition
management. Swiss over-50s (at least those in the sample) generally strive for autonomy as much as possible.
This causes the actors in their economy to discard simplified changes to their systems, and turn towards the
option of debating either a restructuring (if the results are satisfactory), or a reconstruction (if necessary).
The study found that the sustainable consumption patterns of Swiss consumers over 50 are not affected by
price changes or global catastrophes, but by the state of the local environment. Consumers decided on the
positive or negative information from the local environment. Information related to negative environmental
changes in the local environment can be easily detected in the purchasing habits of Swiss consumers over
50. If they receive negative environmental information about their living area, environmentally conscious
shopping will increase.
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